
Red Group Kinder, Weekly Reflection 

Term 2, Week 6 (Reconciliation Week) 

Based on children’s interest in Art and considering Reconciliation community event, children were talked about how Aboriginal people are connected 

to nature. Children’s attention was drawn on how we can make art with natural materials such as leaves and sticks.  Children got engaged with edu-

cators to collect leaves in the yard to make LEAF_MAN. We watched a story of leaf-man on IPad focussed on Autumn and how the leaf man in the 

pile of leaves goes wherever the wind takes him.  Followed by story, the children got engaged in making their leaf men. The educators also drew chil-

dren’s attention towards the new season starting after Autumn. The children were provided with the opportunity to get engaged in making their 

snow trees with sticks and stones to paint. We talked about the four seasons and cycle of Nature every year. 

Children in Red Group are showing enthusiasm in filling their buckets with Awards. The children’s attention was drawn towards their gesture of re-

spect when they fill someone’s bucket. We read a story about “RESPECT ”focussed on how our ancestors showed respect to each other and to the 

environment by sharing, listening and talking care od each other. 

Children  attention was drawn on boomerang and some children showed interest to trace and draw boomerang. We all wondered  if it was going to 

come back. We further tried after laminating our paper boomerangs to see what happened.  Then, we read about boomerang  history and found out 

not all the boomerangs are designed to return back. 

With a focus on building literacy skills, the visuals with description such as roll, poke, making balls etc. has been added to playdough table. Children 

are showing great Team work skills where they got engaged in making basements to work together to make new things. Children showed the ability 

to negotiate and take turns to achieve a common goal. 

Some children are taking on challenge to try writing the date, day and week number on our writing desk.  
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